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ABSTRACT

The wintertime extratropical intraseasonal variability in the North Atlantic-European region
has been analysed, and the ability of an atmospheric general circulation model to simulate it
at different horizontal resolutions is discussed. Three runs of the French global spectral model
(ARPEGE) are investigated: both medium (T42) and high (T106) resolution, and a conformally
stretched T63 version with maximum resolution over the Mediterranean. Circulation features are
validated against ECMWF analyses. The systematic errors in the simulated variability have been
isolated using space-time spectral and complex principal component analyses. The time-mean
structure of the 500 hPa geopotential height indicates that the model is too zonal, especially at
high resolution, with a stronger than normal synoptic-scale activity. The Atlantic storm track
penetrates too far eastward over Europe, is too far south and does not veer to the northeast at the
exit of the jet. These features may be in part associated with too strong barotropic forcing of the
mean flow by the synoptic-scale eddies on the equatorward side of the jet. Despite the overly strong
zonal mean flow, the high resolution simulation has more realistic storm tracks than the other two
versions. Low-frequency intraseasonal variance is underestimated at each resolution, mainly north
of 50°N. Furthermore, the model lacks planetary-scale slow westward travelling waves and does
not show realistic spatial modes of low-frequency variability at any resolution. Blocking frequency
is underestimated and the blocking patterns are shifted eastward, following the excess of storm
track penetration over Europe. However, these drawbacks are slightly improved at higher (T106)
resolution, especially for blocking.

1. Introduction explanation not only of the time-mean state but
also of the time-varying components. Biases in the
model time-mean structure may have a pro-The most common systematic errors of tropo-
nounced effect upon the model simulation ofspheric extratropical flow in climate models,
transients (Reynolds et al., 1996), which in turnregardless of whether they make use of either a
can have a feedback effect on stationary waves. Ingrid point or spectral numerical framework, are
order to be useful for applications such as climatethe excessive zonality of the jet streams and the
change simulations or long-range prediction, cli-undersimulation of the time-mean stationary
mate models should simulate the correct meaneddies (Tibaldi et al., 1990; Anderson, 1993; Huth,
climate by the correct processes. This study is1994; D’Andrea et al., 1996). However, a complete
concerned with validating midlatitude intrasea-understanding of the model behaviour requires an
sonal variability, which shows up as a complex
interacting set of phenomena, which are, with
different degrees, misrepresented in many general* Corresponding author.
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circulation models (Lau and Nath, 1987; Ponater but also that increased resolution beyond a limit
does not necessarily guarantee better accuracy.et al., 1994; D’Andrea et al., 1996). Following Ghil

and Mo (1991), intraseasonal variability may be However, Chen et al. (1990) found that simulation

of stationary eddies improves with increased reso-defined as variability with time periods less than
90–100 days. Lanzante (1990) has shown that lution due to an enhancement of vorticity sources

associated with tropical diabatic heating. Moreintraseasonal signals, and more specifically intra-

monthly modes, exhibit considerable space-time recently, Boer and Lazare (1988), Jarraud et al.
(1988), Rind et al. (1991), Boville (1991), Kiehlcomplexity, with a wide range of periods, geo-

graphical regions of influence, and times of occur- and Williamson (1991), Boyle (1993), Chen and

Tribbia (1993), Glecker and Taylor (1993),rence. Following Straus and Shukla (1981),
Hayashi and Golder (1986), and Ghil and Mo Sperber et al. (1994), Phillips et al. (1995),

Stephenson and Royer (1995), Williamson et al.(1991), two sources of intraseasonal phenomena

have been considered: (1) geographically fixed (1995), and Stephenson et al. (1998) have consid-
ered the problem with climatic versions of GCMs.anomalies, such as blocking or teleconnection

patterns, and (2) transient wave modes (both Although many features of simulations vary

monotonically with resolution, increasing reso-travelling and standing) having broad spectral
peaks. A common problem of intraseasonal vari- lution is not always a guarantee of overall

improvement in the results. The lack of consistencyability simulation has been the underestimation

of the amplitude of the low-frequency waves between models suggests that physical para-
meterizations play a large role, and that different(Straus and Shukla, 1981). Such deficiencies can

affect medium-range predictability because of the parameterizations may behave differently as the
resolution is changed. A common and interestinglow-frequency tropical forcing by extratropical

modes (Lau and Chang, 1992). In general, a result is that there often exists a limit beyond

which increasing horizontal resolution does notdynamical approach to solve the model drawbacks
requires the introduction of some improvements meaningfully improve simulations, but instead

might degrade them. Tibaldi et al. (1990) foundin either model physics, numerical model design

or spatial resolution. Concerning resolution, some that medium-resolution simulations prove to be
better than low-resolution ones, and more or lessauthors (Jones et al., 1997) have demonstrated

specific improvements in climate GCMs by equivalent in performance to higher resolution

experiments. Boyle (1993) concluded that theincreasing horizontal and vertical resolution. An
accurate assessment of the dependence of the zonal-mean diagnostic did not present a system-

atic improvement when the resolution increasesmodel performance on horizontal resolution is a

key issue for improving GCMs because of the beyond T42. Moreover, a tendency has appeared
for the low-level westerlies to increase significantlyneed for much more computational resources at

higher resolutions. with horizontal resolution (Held and Phillips,

1993). At sufficiently high horizontal resolution,Sensitivity to horizontal resolution of global
atmospheric numerical simulations has been GCMs will typically produce westerlies in the

Northern Hemisphere winter that are muchstudied since the earliest simulations with global

models. Manabe et al. (1970) and Wellck et al. stronger than observed. To cope with this problem
a solution that has been adopted in many GCMs(1971) noted improvements with increased reso-

lution. Miyakoda et al. (1971) showed that with is to include a drag on the zonal flow ascribed to

topographically forced subgrid-scale gravity wavesfiner-mesh models, better extended-range forecasts
could be produced for the amplitudes of all of the (Palmer et al., 1986; Boer and Lazare, 1988).

Subgrid-scale gravity wave parameterization iswaves even on the planetary scales, alleviating

their underestimation. However, Manabe et al. strongly affected by horizontal resolution because
in climate GCMs some of the largest differences(1978) showed that some aspects, such as low-

level westerlies, can degrade with increased reso- between low (T21 spectral triangular truncation)
resolution, medium (T42) and high (T106)lution. Baumhefner and Downey (1978) showed,

by using numerical weather prediction (NWP) resolution simulations can be associated with oro-

graphy representation.models, that not only poor simulation of the large
scales can adversely affect short-term forecasts, The possible improvement of simulated intrase-
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asonal variability due to enhanced horizontal reso- be seen in Fig. 1 of DP, where all the experiments
used here are described in more detail ). Recently,lution is an important issue in current model

development. We revisit the resolution issues dis- this type of GCM has also been used at UCAR

(University Corporation for Atmosphericcussed by in Déqué and Piedelievre (1995, here-
after DP) with the ARPEGE GCM simulations, Research) (Hardiker, 1997). Prescribed daily SSTs

were linearly interpolated in time from observedwho showed that the mean wintertime circulation

over the Euro-Atlantic region improved only monthly mean fields.
A space domain ranging from 90°W to 90°Eslightly with resolution. This study is primarily

focused on assessing the ability to better reproduce and from 0° to 90°N has been selected. The Euro-

Atlantic region has been chosen because the reso-the midlatitude intraseasonal variability over the
Euro-Atlantic region by increasing horizontal lution is higher there for the variable horizontal

resolution version. For practical purposes, T106resolution.

The paper is organised as follows. The GCM and T63s data ought to be projected on the T42
version grid, so that the domain comprises a gridand data used are briefly described in Section 2.

In order to demonstrate the model variability with 65 longitude lines and 32 latitude lines.

performance over the Euro-Atlantic region, a vari-
ability study is carried out on ECMWF analyses 2.2. Space-time spectral analysis
and on the simulations made with the ARPEGE

Hayashi (1982) presented a general method toGCM, and a comparison of results is performed
study variability by using space-time Fourier spec-and presented in Section 3. In Section 4, blocking
tral analysis. This method allows a partition to bebehaviour is discussed. Finally, a brief summary
made between standing and travelling wave vari-and discussion conclude this paper.
ance. Such an analysis has been extensively applied

to data generated by atmospheric models in
2. Data sets and analysis procedures Hayashi and Golder (1977), Vautard et al. (1988),

and Hayashi and Golder (1993), among others, in
2.1. Data sets an attempt to determine the characteristics, struc-

ture and energetics of transient atmospheric waves.The study is based on four datasets consisting
This method is a simple approach based on theof gridded daily 500 hPa geopotential heights of
presumption of stationarity of the processes andten December to February (sample size of
the near Gaussian distribution of the data900 days) winters. They consist of the ECMWF
(Stephenson, 1997).analyses (December 1983 to February 1993), CEP

Space-time spectral analysis is applied along ahenceforth, and three 10-year integrations of the
latitude on a given longitude-time series q(l, t)ARPEGE (Action de Recherche, Petite Echelle,
which is cyclic in longitude (l) and limited in timeGrande Echelle, which means research project on
(t). Total space-time variance of any functionsmall and large scale) GCM denoted by their
q(l, t), with M spatial points and N observations,spectral truncation numbers: T42, T106, and T63s.
may be decomposed asThe ARPEGE GCM was adapted from a spectral

NWP model for the simulation of the tropospheric [q2]=[q:]2+[q:*2]+[q]∞2+[q∞*2]
and stratospheric climate. The basic climate ver-

=A1+A2+A3+A4 (1)
sions are described in Déqué et al. (1994) (ver-

sion 0) and DP (version 1). T42 and T106 spectral where square brackets denote zonal average, the
overbar denotes the time average, the asterisk thetruncations have 2.8° and 1.125° longitudinal grid

spacing, respectively. This spectral model also zonal deviation, and the prime, the time deviation.

In this expansion each term may be associatedoffers the possibility of locally varying horizontal
resolution using the conformal mapping described with a different phenomenon. The first term repres-

ents the spatio-temporal mean, the second termin Courtier and Geleyn (1986). The T63s simula-
tion has variable resolution with maximum hori- (A2) represents the variance of climatological sta-

tionary waves (forced by transients, topographyzontal resolution over the Mediterranean. From

there its horizontal resolution diminishes attaining and heating contrasts), the third term (A3) repres-
ents the fluctuations of the zonal mean, and thea minimum ($T18) over the South Pacific (as can
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last term (A4) contains the variance of the com- is positive then variance is propagating zonally
eastward, and the opposite for a negative quadrat-bined space-time transients. When both zonal and

time means are subtracted from the data, only the ure. This represents the lower limit of the variance

due to the propagating eddies (Hansen et al.,last term (transient waves) remains. The space-
time variance of the transient eddies q∞* can be 1989). A measure of standing (ST) wave activity

is given byexpressed (Hayashi, 1971) as

ST(k, v)√[q∞*2]= ∑
M/2

k=0
∑
N/2
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(k, m) is the space-time Fourier spectrum.

(5)The spectrum represents the contribution to
√[q∞*2] from all the transients of wavenumber k where K

v
(C
k
, S

k
) is the cospectrum. This may be

and frequency v (v=2p/m), eastward (positive interpreted as a coherent part of the space-time
frequencies) and westward (negative frequencies). variance and describes the temporal variability of
In practice, smoothed estimates of variance within the amplitude of the standing eddies. Nevertheless,
a range of frequencies rather than for a single as mentioned in Hayashi (1977), there is no unique
frequency are obtained due to the natural disper- partition of the space-time power spectra because
sion of variance over several frequencies because of the non-orthogonality of the standing and
of the basically nonlinear character of the atmo- travelling wave parts. This non-orthogonality also
sphere, as well as the likely Doppler effect of zonal introduces the possibility of correlation between
wind variations on zonally propagating waves. the standing and the propagating parts. All of

In the present study, Pratt’s (1976) one-sided these problems suggests applying some caution
formulation of space-time spectral analysis has when interpreting the results, although important
been adopted. The sum of an eastward and a general features may be extracted as was asserted
westward propagating wave of equal zonal wave- by Hansen et al. (1989).
number, frequency and amplitude may be consid-
ered as a standing oscillation with longitudinally

2.3. Complex principal component analysisfixed nodes and anti-nodes. The difference between

the eastward and westward components is of more Principal component analysis (PCA) is a multiv-
interest than their absolute magnitudes, when ariate statistical method used to detect the max-
zonally propagating fluctuations are investigated. imum variance structure of a field. However, it is
For this reason, it is more reasonable to present usually based on simultaneous correlations so that
space-time spectra in terms of the one-sided spec- only standing perturbations or local instantaneous
tral definitions. The total variance T (k, v) is anomalies can be detected. To detect the presence
defined in Pratt (1976) by of propagating phenomena and to characterise

their structure, a generalised version of theT (k, v)=E
q
(k, +v)+E

q
(k, −v)=1

2
{P

v
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k
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common eigenvector analysis technique known as
+P

v
[S
k
(t)]} , (3) complex principal component analysis (CPCA)

may be used. CPCA may be considered as awhich represents the sum of the eastward and
complement to the spectral analysis since it pro-westward contributions involved in (2), where
vides more information on the spatial structure ofC

k
(t) and S

k
(t) are the cosine and sine coefficients

moving and standing transients, although it doesfrom a zonal Fourier analysis at time t and P
v

is
not say much about scale separation. CPCA isthe power spectrum. Propagating (PR) variance
accomplished by using a complex data set con-is defined as
sisting on the original data augmented by their

PR(k, v)=|Q
v
[C

k
(t), S

k
(t)] | , (4)

Hilbert transform. The later is computed as a time

series having the same power spectrum as thewhere Q
v
(C
k
, S

k
) is the quadrature spectrum

(Chatfield, 1984). The propagating variance spec- original one but phase-shifted by 90° (Oppenheim
and Schafer, 1975) to help produce empiricaltrum as defined in (4) is one-sided in frequency,

and propagation direction can be determined from functions which depict the amplitude and phase
variations in the data. The resulting amplitude-the algebraic sign of quadrature, i.e. if quadrature
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phase functions can represent coherently propag- variance explained by the corresponding eigen-
vector. The CPCs are orthonormal at zero lagating modes.

Two approaches to CPCA are commonly used.
∑
N

m=1
c
ml

c*
mk
=d

lk
. (8)One considers either digital filtering or Fourier

analysis to build the Hilbert transform, which is
It is also possible to evaluate the periodic characteradded as the imaginary part to the original data.
of the principal components. The period of the lthThe correlation or covariance matrix is then com-
component is estimated fromputed and its eigenvectors found (Barnett, 1983,

1985; Horel, 1984; Lanzante, 1996). An alternative
t
l
=

2p(N−1)

z
Nl
−z

1l
, (9)approach uses the cross-spectral matrix integrated

by frequency bands (Wallace and Dickinson, 1972;
Z
ml

being the temporal phase of the lth CPC forVautard et al., 1988). Let us consider a data matrix
the time step n. Finally, the phase propagation ofW constituted by M variables and N samples
the perturbations may be assessed by means ofwhich define the time series of an M-dimensional

vector. If this N×M matrix is subjected to cross-
p
l
=

−2p

t
l

Vf
l

dVf
l
d

, (10)spectrum analysis, for any frequency band we
obtain B, the cross-spectrum matrix. The diagonal

f
l
being the spatial phase of the lth eigenvector.elements of this matrix are the spectral power

estimates, and the off-diagonal elements are com-
plex, the real and imaginary parts being the

3. Intraseasonal space-time variability
cospectrum and the quadrature spectrum respect-
ively. We may express the original vector time

3.1. General features
series as a linear combination of the eigenvector

e
l
of the cross-spectrum matrix which is an eigen- Although the main emphasis of this paper is on

intraseasonal variability, it is of interest to brieflysolution of B. The complex eigenvectors depict
the spatial wavelengths and relative amplitudes, discuss the time-mean behaviour of both the

observed and simulated mean troposphere asand may be alternatively represented by the spatial
amplitude and spatial phase functions. The associ- revealed by the 500-hPa geopotential height. The

time-mean geopotential height for every data setated coefficient time series, the complex principal

components (CPC) are thus also complex are shown in Fig. 1. Their general distribution
matches quite well the time-mean field of the(Trenberth and Shin, 1984). They may be depicted

as temporal amplitude and phase functions and analyses. However, the model field is too zonal

over Eurasia, particularly in the T106 version, inare obtained from C=AE*, where E* is the
adjoint of the eigenvector matrix and the elements agreement with the increase of zonalization with

model resolution stated by Tibaldi et al. (1997).of A are given by

The zonal variance of the 500 hPa geopotential
q
mj
=2 ∑

N
0

k=1
d
kj

exp(ik2pn) , (6) height stationary waves (term A2) has a maximum
at 55°N (Fig. 2a). The model tends to underesti-

mate and shift southward the stationary wavea
mj
=2 ∑

N
0

k=1
d
kj

exp(iv
k
n) ,

zonal variability, especially north of 50°N, with
T63s being the most realistic version. The timed

kj
being the Fourier transform of the original jth

variance of the zonal mean (term A3) for thetime series for the kth Fourier frequency and N0 analyses (Fig. 2b) is an increasing function ofthe maximum frequency number.
latitude up to about 60°N, where it shows a localThe (complex) eigenvectors are orthogonal
maximum, whereas local maxima are found in the
model at 45°N–50°N. This is consistent with the∑

M

j=1
e
lj
e*
kj
=l

l
d
lk

, (7)
southward shift of the storm tracks and precipita-
tion over Europe found by DP. Every versionwhere e

lj
is the lth eigenvector coefficient for the jth

variable which, when squared, gives a measure of underestimate this type of variance, with differ-

ences statistically significant at 95% (here andthe covariance with the jth variable, and l
l
repre-

sents the eigenvalue which is real and measures the henceforth a univariate Student t-test has been
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Fig. 1. Wintertime time-mean 500 hPa geopotential height for (a) the analyses and for the (b) T42, (c) T106, and
(d) T63s ARPEGE GCM versions. Contour interval is 100 m.

used) south of 70°N, even though more variance 3.2. Spectral analysis
embedding a slightly northward shift can be
noticed in the T106 case. Such a feature denotes The space-time spectra of the 500 hPa daily

geopotential height have been computed for indi-that the model has weak weather regime changes,
which are slightly increased in the T106 version. vidual seasons at every available latitude. Ten
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Fig. 3. Latitudinal variation of the 500 hPa geopotential
height total variance of the synoptic-scale medium-fre-
quency transient eddies for the analyses (circles, solid
line) and for the T42 (squares, long-dashed line), T106
(up triangles, medium-dashed line), and T63s (down tri-
angles, short-dashed line) ARPEGE GCM simulations.

values with both frequency and wavenumber. For
the latitude interval 35°N–65°N, a spectral peak

is observed at k=2–4 and n=0.2–0.35 day−1 (n=
v/2p). This spectral region, which corresponds to
the synoptic-scale disturbances and will be

Fig. 2. (a) Latitudinal variation of the total variance of denoted henceforth as SYN region, shows a max-
the 500 hPa geopotential height stationary waves for the

imum of variability at 50°N (Fig. 3) as in Straus
analyses (circles, solid line) and for the T42 (squares,

and Shukla (1981). The model is in approximatelong-dashed line), T106 (up triangles, medium-dashed
agreement with the analyses, yet the SYN spectralline), and T63s (down triangles, short-dashed line)
region in Fig. 3 shows that total variance is over-ARPEGE GCM simulations. (b) Same as (a) but for

time variance of the geopotential zonal mean. estimated south of 50°N (except for T63s) and

underestimated north of 55°N (both statistically
significant at 95%). Simulated maxima are too farsamples, one for each year, of 90 consecutive days

were taken. To estimate the spectra, the Fourier south, as were the jet and the time-mean fields,

which act as a waveguide for the synoptic-scaletransform of the first 20 autocorrelation coeffi-
cients was used. The general results were not waves (Reynolds et al., 1996). The total variance

of low-frequency planetary-scale waves (PLAoverly sensitive to the number of lags retained. A

Hamming window was applied to the rough spec- henceforth) with frequency lower than 0.15 day−1
and k=1, is in good agreement up to 50°N. Atral values to obtain smooth spectral estimates.

The ten spectra were averaged to obtain a mean strong underestimation (statistically significant at

95%) occurs further north than 50°N, with valuesestimate of the spectrum for every frequency-
wavenumber pair. The spectra presented here have 50% less than in the analyses. The T106 version

is somewhat improved.been cut off at k=7 because we are interested in
variability with scales greater than or equal to The largest standing variance is found at both

low-frequency and low wavenumber as was notedsynoptic-scale transient eddies.

The total variance spectrum for the transient for standing ultralong waves by Fraedrich and
Böttger (1978), and decreases approximately in awaves of the analysed data depicts decreasing
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Fig. 4. Latitudinal variation of the standing variance of
the 500 hPa geopotential height planetary-scale low-fre-
quency transient eddies for the analyses (circles, solid
line) and for the T42 (squares, long-dashed line), T106
(up triangles, medium-dashed line), and T63s (down tri-
angles, short-dashed line) ARPEGE GCM simulations.

radial way from there. Figure 4 shows PLA

standing variance increasing as a function of latit-
ude attaining a maximum at 65°N, and decreasing
further north. Such a latitudinal dependence sim- Fig. 5. (a) Latitudinal variation of the 500 hPa geopoten-
ilar to the PLA total variance (not shown) suggests tial height propagative variance of the planetary-scale

low-frequency transient eddies for the analyses (circles,the mainly standing character of planetary waves
solid line) and for the T42 (squares, long-dashed line),over the corresponding part of the hemisphere.
T106 (up triangles, medium-dashed line), and T63s (down

There is also a maximum of standing variance at
triangles, short-dashed line) ARPEGE GCM simula-

the SYN spectral region for the above mentioned tions. (b) Same as (a) but for synoptic-scale, medium-
latitudinal range, with a maximum between 55°N frequency waves.
and 60°N. However, the SYN standing variance
local maximum is associated with the increase of
total variance. When the ratio between standing to low-frequency planetary westward travelling

waves is found. North of 40°N low-frequencyand total variance is computed, this region corre-
sponds to a minimum, with values smaller than westward propagating variance is found with fre-

quency ranging from 0.0–0.1 day−1 at 70°N to0.3. Larger values of this ratio are found for

wavenumbers close to k=1, and for greater than 0.0–0.2 day−1 at 40°N, which is the result of the
superposition of a dominant westward componentk=5 in low-frequencies. The latter may be pro-

duced by blocking events. The model PLA over an eastward component (Pratt and Wallace,

1976; Hayashi, 1982). South of 40°N, westwardstanding variance, as well as the total variance, is
significatively underestimated north of 50°N and propagating waves frequency ranges from 0.05 to

0.3 day−1, indicating the existence of another kindslightly south of 40°N (Fig. 4).
Propagative contributions may be either posit- of westward propagating waves which encompass

the 5-day period westward propagating modeive or negative. Values are positive (eastward

propagation) for every wavenumber except for southward of 50°N described by Madden (1978).
Figure 5a shows the distribution of PLA propagat-k=1, where a portion of variance corresponding
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ive variance. Maxima of westward variance are tude intraseasonal variability (Willson, 1975; Pratt
and Wallace, 1976; Vautard et al., 1988). Thefound between 40°N and 60°N, agreeing with the

results in Madden (1978) for 5-day (40°N) and temporal scale separation used for CPCA relies

on such a spectral gap. The model is found to16-day (60°N) period waves, and tend to zero
outside this latitude range. In Fig. 5(a) no evidence have a tendency for less overall variability than

the real atmosphere, mainly on the large scalesexists of westward travelling waves for the model,

except perhaps at T63s. Maxima are found for and north of 50°N, and the increase in horizontal
resolution does not solve the problem. Reynoldseastward propagating variance north of 50°N. The

differences, such as those in Fig. 4, are statistically et al. (1996) have associated this deficiency to

problems in the simulation of the tropicalsignificant at 95%. In contrast, both T106 and
T63s exhibit some very low-frequency westward Madden-Julian oscillation. The model agrees

better with the analyses for the synoptic scalespropagating variance in midlatitudes. The sub-

tropical westward travelling variance with fre- than for the transient planetary scales, both for
standing and propagating variances.quency higher than 0.05 day−1 is found in every

version, especially in T63s (not shown). This is Kao and Lee (1977) suggested a possible mech-

anism for the undersimulation of low-frequencyparticularly important because this version, as
mentioned above, reaches its highest resolution planetary westward travelling waves in a GCM.

They found that the interaction between stationarynear 40°N (see Fig. 1 in DP95).

In Fig. 5(b), the maximum of SYN propagating waves and moving planetary waves tend to supply
energy to the westward mode and extract energyvariance at 50°N can be observed, being positive

(eastward propagation) everywhere. An extended from the eastward mode, so that the problem in
the stationary wave variance may be due to thearea with propagative-to-total variance ratios

greater than 0.6 is found around the SYN region, overestimation of the planetary eastward travel-

ling wave variance. Alternatively, Hansen et al.showing that synoptic-scale perturbations are
mostly eastward travelling. The three versions of (1989) showed that topography also plays an

important role in the existence of westward planet-the model resolve SYN propagative variance sim-

ilar to that seen in the analyses. However, a clear ary waves. They noted that these waves are more
intense in the Northern Hemisphere than in theoverestimation of the maximum (the highest for

T106) south of 50°N, as was also the case of the Southern Hemisphere. This fact could explain the

subtle improvement obtained for westward planet-SYN total variance (Fig. 3), can be seen. The T106
version presents the greatest values in consistent ary waves in the higher resolution versions, having

a better representation of orography. The excessagreement with both the higher zonality and SYN

total variance. of SYN propagative variance may reflect a prob-
lem with the baroclinic energy conversion pro-Every spectrum has been computed again after

removing the contribution of the annual cycle. cesses on synoptic scales (Pratt, 1979) which is

reflected in a greater than normal storm trackThe annual cycle was eliminated by subtracting
the daily 10-year mean at each grid point. Prior activity, as we shall show later. In fact, Johansson

et al. (1993) noted that transient waves were tooto the subtraction, each mean time series was

linearly filtered with a 30 points running mean in baroclinic in models (also for the ARPEGE GCM,
A. Johansson, personal communication), especiallyorder to remove shorter-period oscillations. For

the endpoints, asymmetric filters (Enting, 1989) for the synoptic-scale waves (k=3–5).

were used. Results of the time-space spectral ana-
lysis were essentially the same, although an overall

3.3. Dominant space-time patterns
decrease in standing variance, as described in

Hayashi and Golder (1986), was noted. CPCA has been used to examine the dominant
spatial and temporal modes of the intraseasonalThere is a distinct partition into low-frequency,

which includes standing and westward travelling variability in the Euro-Atlantic region. To reduce
spatial dimensions, data were first submitted to alarge-scale eddies, and medium-frequency, east-

ward propagating eddies associated with synoptic PCA and only the leading modes were retained.

The arrangement of the input data matrix for thescales. The results presented here are in agreement
with those found in previous studies on midlati- PCA corresponds to the S-mode (Richman, 1986),
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Table 1. Percentage of the total variance corres-i.e., columns contain grid point values and rows
time realizations. The datasets here have more ponding to the first 25 eigenvectors and each of the

first three ones of the PCA performed on the MFvariables (2080) than time observations (900), so

that the data matrix is rank-deficient and gives (pass-band) and L F (low-frequency) data sets. T he
first column refers to the analyses and the otherrise to a singular sample spatial covariance matrix.

However, eigenvectors of this matrix can be found three to the three versions of the GCM.
from those of the non-singular time covariance as

CEP T42 T106 T63sshown in the Appendix.
Temporal anomalies have been computed by

MF
subtracting the day-to-day climatological means. Comp 75.3 84.5 84.5 86.7
The data have then been time filtered in order to e1 12.3 19.3 17.9 18.9
separate the synoptic-scale activity from the low- e2 11.3 18.8 17.4 18.0

e3 5.7 5.6 6.0 5.8frequency variability. The filters defined by
Blackmon (1976) have been used: a low-pass filter LF
passing periods longer than 10 days, which pro- Comp 96.5 97.3 97.7 97.8

e1 18.5 20.3 21.0 23.3vides the low-frequency (LF) data, and a band-
e2 15.3 17.8 17.5 14.4pass filter for periods ranging from 2 to 6 days, to
e3 9.3 11.2 13.8 14.0isolate the medium-frequency (MF) or synoptic-

scale data. The filtering process reduces the size
of each winter sample from 90 to 74 days, and

also changes serial correlation thereby changing Table 2. Percentage of variance (Var) and mean
the effective number of degrees of freedom. Data period (t

l
) of the first three pairs of eigenvector-

have been weighted by multiplying them by a principal component of the CPCA performed on the
normalised root cosine of the latitude, as done by MF and L F data sets obtained after PCA filtering.
Wallace and Hsu (1985), as points all over the T he standard deviation of t

l
is in parenthesis along

grid are not homogeneously arranged, becoming with t
l
. CEP corresponds to the analyses and T 42,

closer northward. This is equivalent to weighting T 106, and T 63s to the corresponding versions of
each grid point by the area it represents (Karl the ARPEGE GCM.
et al., 1982). It corrects also the biasing effect from

Var t
l
(days) Var t

l
(days)the higher values of the geopotential variance in

the northern part of the domain.
CEP MF LFThe number of modes to be retained after PCA
e1 22.6 4 (0) 16.7 52 (22)

was determined by examining the eigenvalue spec-
e2 10.2 4 (0) 13.1 40 (23)

trum, following O’Lenic and Livezey (1988). In e3 5.9 4 (0) 10.6 31 (14)
this way, the first 25 PC have been retained

T42 MF LF
explaining near 80% of variance for MF data and

e1 37.3 4 (0) 19.9 59 (25)
more than 90% for LF data. Rinne and Järvenoja e2 10.4 4 (0) 12.3 43 (20)
(1979) claimed that a few leading components of e3 7.8 4 (0) 9.9 37 (17)

T106 MF LFthe geopotential field are able to explain the main
e1 34.7 4 (0) 21.7 47 (22)features. Table 1 gives the percentage of variance
e2 11.5 4 (0) 15.9 35 (14)associated with the components retained and with
e3 8.5 4 (0) 10.2 28 (8)

the three leading eigenvectors for each type of
T63s MF LFfiltered data. Some degeneracy of the first two
e1 36.1 4 (0) 20.9 55 (21)eigenvectors, mainly for MF data can be noted.
e2 10.6 4 (0) 14.1 37 (19)

An overestimation of 10% in the MF variance
e3 8.8 4 (0) 11.1 30 (7)

retained for the model also exists.

3.3.1. Synoptic-scale variability In Table 2, the
main features of the first three complex principal tors for MF data has disappeared. Figure 6 illus-

trates the first MF eigenvector for the analysescomponents are given. It should be noted that the
previous degeneracy of the first two PCA eigenvec- (not degenerate at the 95% confidence level using
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Fig. 6. (a) Amplitude and (b) inverse of the phase speed
Fig. 7. Amplitude of the second MF complex eigenvec-

of the first MF (pass-band) complex eigenvector of the
tor of the (a) CEP and (b) T106 simulation 500 hPa

CEP 500 hPa geopotential height. The amplitude line
geopotential height. The amplitude line interval is 10 m,

interval is 10 m, the regions above 20 m are shaded, and
the regions above 20 m are shaded.

the upper right corner box shows the maximum speed
vector in 10−1 s/m.

which we denote by ZA. This index, which is a
the test described in Davis et al. (1991)). The

zonal mean of the geopotential anomalies along a
amplitude plot shows a clear storm track related

latitude line (typically 60°N), represents either a
to the synoptic-scale baroclinic perturbations

strong zonal flow situation when it is negative
which travel zonally eastward over the Atlantic

(over a threshold of 100 m, in absolute value), or
ocean, as shown by the inverse of the phase

blocked flow when positive. The largest values of
velocity displayed in Fig. 6(b)*. The maximum

the first component amplitude (not shown) are
amplitude is northwards shifted over Europe. A

attained when ZA60 (ZA index at 60°N) is nega-
similar eigenvector was also found by Davis et al.

tive, that is, a close relationship may be established
(1991) in a CPCA study of filtered SLP. The

between the high amplitude events of the first
second eigenvector (Fig. 7a) shows a storm track

eigenvector and the zonal flow. On the contrary,
maximum situated over the northern part of the

the second and third principal components are
Atlantic ocean between 60°W and 30°W. It is

related to meridional flow events because the
shown later to be associated with the northward

amplitude is high when ZA60 is positive. More
deflection of the storm track by blocking events.

precisely, they are related to intense ridges detected
The third one (not shown) is similar to the second

with positive values of the ZA45 index (ZA index
in that it is northeastwards deflected, but the

at 45°N). In Fig. 8(a) the amplitude of the second
amplitude maximum is further east.

principal component from the MF filtered CEP
Pratt and Wallace (1976) recommended check-

data is plotted against the low-frequency filtered
ing the dynamical consistency of modes before

ZA45 index and time. The largest amplitude values
accepting them as physically significant. The

occur for the positive values of ZA. The first and
amplitude of the principal components have been

second principal components seem to represent
compared to the flow index defined by Liu (1994),

different phenomena (strong zonal and meridional
flows, respectively). When displayed on the sameThe inverse of the phase speed allows one to detect
plot as in Fig. 8b, the high values of their ampli-standing and slow propagating features, while also giving

useful information about propagating modes. tudes lie mainly close to the respective axes. CPCA
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Fig. 8. (a) Three dimensional plot of the second MF
complex principal component amplitude and the ZA45
index low-frequency filtered against time for the CEP
500 hPa geopotential height. (b) Amplitude of the first
complex eigenvector of the CEP MF dataset against the

Fig. 9. Amplitude of the first MF complex eigenvectoramplitude of the second one for the CEP 500 hPa geo-
of the (a) T42, (b) T106, and (c) T63s simulations 500 hPapotential height.
geopotential height. The amplitude line interval is 10 m,
the regions above 20 m are shaded.

appears to be able to separate storm track behavi-
our depending on the large-scale environment.

A similar first eigenvector as that of the analyses with the improved representation of low-frequency

variability, although the shift is produced furtheris observed for the model (also not degenerate),
but it explains from 12% to 15% more variance east than in the analyses (Fig. 7b). Wallace and

Hsu (1985) found that the quasi-stationary planet-than does the corresponding mode for the ana-

lyses, consistent with the excess of zonally propag- ary waves are located further east during higher
than during lower zonal index situations. If weating variance noted above. The leading T106

model eigenvector in Fig. 9b shows that the storm accept at this point that the model is in a quasi-

permanent high index state over the Atlantic whentrack penetrates further east over Europe. The
amplitude fails to move northward over Europe compared to the analyses, this may help to explain

the eastward shift of both the storm tracks andcompared to the analyses in Fig. 6a. These errors

are present in each model version (Fig. 9a and c), the centres of low-frequency variability.
but the maximum amplitude is smaller. The phase

speeds are like those in the analyses (not shown). 3.3.2. Synoptic-scale eddies and mean flow inter-
action. Results show that ARPEGE, like otherA second eigenvector similar to that in CEP is

not present in any of the model results. Only the models, exhibits a too intense zonal flow with

greater than normal storm track activity (TibaldiT106 version shows a second eigenvector for which
the amplitude is shifted northwards in agreement et al., 1990). It may be hypothesised that (a) orog-
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raphic or heating contrast forcings are not well poleward side being negligible. This could lead to
the southward shift of the storm tracks in therepresented producing wrong stationary waves

(Deland, 1964), and/or (b) transient forcing of the model because synoptic-scale eddies induce

equatorward accelerations on the southern side ofstationary waves is not correct (Stephenson and
Held, 1993; Reynolds et al., 1996). The under- the storm track. T106 has again the more realistic

features. As expected, eddies located over theestimation of the stationary wave amplitude and

their poor spatial structure must be associated region of maximum divergence have a higher tilt
in the model than in the analyses, as indicated bywith the excess of zonal flow. On the other hand,

modelled storm tracks are too far south, as are the direction of the E vectors. This feature is even

more outstanding at the eastern end of the stormthe time-mean fields. They also penetrate further
east over Europe compared to those of the ana- track, implying too much northward momentum

transfer by transient eddies in the model fromlyses. In fact, zonally oriented storm tracks are

more frequent in the model as shown by the regions south of 50°N (note that the meridional
component of the vectors is stronger for theoverestimation of the leading principal component

variance (Table 2). So, the strong zonality of the simulations).

mean zonal flow in the model may also in part be
caused by excessive nonlinear transfer of 3.3.3. L ow-frequency variability. The two lead-

ing LF eigenvectors of the analysed data representmomentum between synoptic scales and the zonal

mean flow. A larger phase tilt of the anomalies in quasi-standing atmospheric modes and are degen-
erate. The first one (Fig. 11a) is reminiscent of thethe MF real eigenvectors (not shown) occurs for

the model than the corresponding eigenvectors Western Atlantic pattern (Wallace and Gutzler,
1981). The slowly eastward propagating amplitudeof the analyses. The transient momentum fluxes

can feedback on the mean flow. To diagnose this centre over Siberia might be explained by the

propagation of planetary-scale anomaliesphenomenon, the E vectors (Hoskins et al., 1983;
Trenberth, 1986) can be calculated. The horizontal described in Hansen and Sutera (1995) occurring

during the decaying phase of large amplitudecomponents of the E vector are given by

planetary wave events. A similar structure wasE=1
2
(v∞2−u∞2, −u∞v∞ ) cos w , (11)

described in Ghil and Mo (1991) as the superposi-
tion of an eastward propagating mode and awhich indicates the shape and propagation of the

transient eddies. A westerly E vector indicates standing mode of 40–50 day period (note the
agreement with the period of our mode in Table 2).meridionally elongated eddies with a group vel-

ocity to the east relative to the mean flow while The second one (not shown) corresponds to a low-

frequency slowly eastward propagating patternan easterly E vector indicates zonally elongated
eddies with westward group velocity relative to which amplifies over Europe, resembling the

Eastern Atlantic teleconnection pattern. Suchthe mean flow. A divergent pattern indicates a

westerly acceleration of the time-mean flow by the modes are often associated with intense negative
anomalies over the Atlantic region during longtransient eddies by barotropic processes, while a

convergent pattern indicates an easterly accelera- periods of strong zonal flow. Evidence to support

this is given by the fact that the highest values oftion. Figure 10 shows the resultant E vectors from
the first two MF eigenvectors (those associated the second principal component magnitude,

shown in Fig. 12, are biased towards high negativewith the zonal flow) for each data set. The diver-

gence of the E vectors is also displayed in Fig. 10 values of ZA60. The third LF eigenvector, depicted
in Fig. 13, represents a travelling westward wave-as contour lines. E-vectors along the storm tracks

in the model are divergent further east than in the like mode, as shown by the inverse of the phase

speed. Such a mode, which corresponds to theanalyses, suggesting that the eddies accelerate the
mean flow all across the Atlantic, even if the initial westward intramonthly mode described by

Branstator (1987), Kushnir (1987), and Lanzanteforcing over the American coast is weaker (the
model is too warm over the continent, reducing (1990), has a mean period of 30 days and may be

associated with the planetary westward propagat-the thermal contrast with the ocean). The transient

momentum fluxes in the model predominate on ing waves that are severely misrepresented in the
simulations.the equatorward side of the jet, E vectors on the
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Fig. 12. Amplitude of the second LF complex eigenvec-
tor of the CEP 500 hPa geopotential height versus the
low-frequency filtered ZA60 index. Note the high number
of points in the upper left zone.

Fig. 11. Amplitude of the first LF ( low-frequency) com-
plex eigenvector of the (a) CEP, and (b) T42, (c) T106,
and (d) T63s simulations, 500 hPa geopotential height.
The amplitude line interval is 20 m, and the regions
above 40 m are shaded.

The two leading eigenvectors of the model do

not resemble closely the corresponding analysis
eigenvectors. Furthermore, they are less degener-

Fig. 13. (a) Amplitude and (b) inverse of the phase speedate (Table 2). The leading eigenvector agrees
of the third LF (low-frequency) complex eigenvector of

quite well in the three model versions (Fig. 11b,
the CEP 500 hPa geopotential height. The amplitude

c, and d). This feature could be interpreted as a line interval is 20 m, the regions above 40 m are shaded,
different dynamical positioning of the low-fre- and the upper right corner box shows the maximum

speed vector in 10−1s/m.quency variance in the model with regard to the
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analyses. None of the model leading eigenvectors longitude l
exhibit westward propagating features (Doblas-
Reyes, 1994). On the contrary, a clear tendency

to eastward propagating modes is observed.
GHGS (l)=

Z(w0 , l)−Z(ws , l)

w0−ws

GHGN (l)=
Z(wn , l)−Z(w0 , l)

wn−w0

(12)
Lanzante (1990) suggests that the local index
cycle-like variations that result from the oscilla-

tion of regional standing waves may excite the
where wn=79.5°N+D, w0=60°N+D, ws=westward travelling waves in a feedback process.
40.5°N+D, D=m12.8°, m=−1,0, +1, andHowever, both low-frequency variability and
Z (w, l) is the geopotential value at the grid pointlocation of the centres of action in the model
located at the latitude w and longitude l. A givenare not realistic, and this could cause a hind-
longitude is locally defined as blocked for a specificrance to the correct simulation of the westward
day if, at least for one of the three values of D, themode.
conditions GHGS>0 and GHGN<−5 m/°lat
are fulfilled. The use of only a 10-year period to

evaluate blocking frequency may cause sampling
problems due to the presence of a strong inter-4. A specific phenomenon: midlatitude
annual variability in the number of blockingblocking
events. Nevertheless, several authors (Anderson,
1993; D’Andrea et al., 1996) have successfullyBlocking is an important manifestation of intra-
used 10-year periods to assess model blockingseasonal variability. It has been analysed in detail
performance.because of its known impact on European winter

By applying this index to the four datasets, twoclimate and because it is also undersimulated in
main features stand out:some GCMs (Anderson, 1993; D’Andrea et al.,

(1) Blocking frequency is highly underesti-1996). An introductory general discussion about
mated, as has also been found for some otherthe potential of the use of blocking as a diagnostic
climate models (Sausen and Ponater, 1990; Kaastool for climate models can be found in Tibaldi
and Branstator, 1993; Huth, 1994).(1993). Furthermore, Tibaldi et al. (1990) demon-

(2) Maximum values are shifted eastward bystrated that higher-resolution integrations better
about 20°-30° (especially for T42), as observed inpredicted the evolution of midlatitude anomaly
previous studies (Tibaldi and Buzzi, 1983; Kaasfields during blocking episodes.
and Branstator, 1993). This feature may beA blocking situation is recognised by a quasi-
explained by considering that model blocking isstationary positive height anomaly relative to a
formed mainly on a too intense zonal flow whichregional mean in which the normal eastward
shifts blocking highs eastward (Wallace and Hsu,progression of migrating midlatitude weather sys-
1985).tems is blocked or deflected. Blocking simulation

A clear eastward shift of the time-mean field isis important for weather prediction since, in order
present in the simulations (Fig. 1). However, thisto make relatively long-range forecasts, the model
might not be the case for blocking events. Since‘‘climate’’ must be able of making blocks with the
the index depends on the latitudes chosen forright amplitude and which persist (Tibaldi et al.,
evaluating the meridional gradient, a way of1994). In order to study blocking phenomena in
removing the bias in blocking frequency due tolong time series of atmospheric circulation data,
the difference in time-mean states consists of sub-objective procedures for identifying blocking
tracting the systematic error of the model:events are required. A version of the Tibaldi and

Molteni (1990) objective blocking index has been Zmodel (w, l)=Zmodel (w, l)+Zanalysis (w, l)
used in this study because it will allow us to make

−Zmodel (w, l) , (13)
comparisons with previous analyses of blocking.
The index, derived from the original Lejenäs- where the overbar means time averaging. The

index has been applied to this corrected heightØkland index (Lejenäs and Økland, 1983), is based

on testing the following geopotential height meri- field to give the blocking frequency shown in
Fig. 14. Some of the eastward shift remains, butdional gradients GHGS and GHGN at each
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between persistent and non-persistent blocking,
the first type will be referred to as episodes and
the second type as events. In Table 3 the number

of events, or blocked days, for the corrected fields
is given. Values are underestimated in both sectors,
T106 being the best version in the ATL sector and

T42 in the SIB sector (maybe due to the greater
eastward shift of blocking highs in this version).
Simultaneous blocking events over both sectors

also occur. A problem exists for the T63s version,
both in absolute and relative (number of simultan-
eous to total blocked days ratio) frequency. The

Fig. 14. Blocking frequency (in percentage) as a function persistence of blocking over the Euro-Atlantic
of longitude for the analyses, CEP, (bold solid line), and

sector is well simulated, although it is undersimu-
for T42 (thin solid line), T106 (dashed line), and T63s

lated over the SIB sector. The definition of sectors(dotted line) ARPEGE GCM simulations. The model
allows one to compute the blocking signatures insystematic error has been removed before applying the
which the eastward shift may also be appreciatedblocking index.

(not shown). The SIB signature for the analyses

corresponds to a wavenumber 3 wavetrain that
resembles the negative phase of the Westernfrequencies are closer to the analyses, especially

for T106 for which the time-mean error is most Atlantic teleconnection pattern (Wallace and
Gutzler, 1981) corresponding to an intense zonalapparent (Fig. 1). The increased blocking fre-

quency for T106 is in agreement with the greater flow over the Atlantic and a ridge over Eastern

Europe. This pattern is also observed in the simu-tendency of the corresponding storm track to drift
more northeastward than in the other two ver- lations, and is most realistic at T106 resolution.

The higher horizontal resolution gives slightsions. The secondary maximum observed in the

analyses at 60°E is only reproduced by the T106 increases in the blocking frequency, as in Tibaldi
et al. (1997), in agreement with the better simula-experiment. Model blocking frequencies are

always less than those for the analyses. tion of low-frequency distribution, despite the

T106 simulation suffering from a stronger zonaliz-As blocking shows a clear regional preference
of formation, two main Northern Hemisphere ation of the time-mean flow. Concerning this

result, Grose and Hoskins (1979) have shown thatblocking sectors have been considered for studying

individual blocking. The corresponding longitud- mountains are a major source of planetary waves
and Tibaldi and Buzzi (1983) pointed out theinal limits are 22.5°W–45°E for the Euro-Atlantic

sector (EU) and 50°E–80°E for the Siberian sector

(SIB). A sector is considered to be blocked if three
Table 3. Number of blocked days, number of sim-

or more adjacent grid points (spanning 9° longit-
ultaneous blocked days (SIMUL), and ratio

ude) over a latitude band are blocked according
between the number of simultaneous and total

to the local index defined above. In addition, time-
number of blocked days (RSATL and RSSIB) over

persistence is an important feature of blocking
the Euro-Atlantic (ATL) and Siberian (SIB) sec-

events. Thus, episodes were defined as events
tors. CEP corresponds to the analyses and T42,

lasting more than four days. Nevertheless, some
T106, and T63s to the corresponding versions of

exceptions to this rule have been included as
the ARPEGE GCM.

blocking episodes, following the work of D’Andrea
et al. (1996), such as the threshold-edge episodes, CEP T42 T106 T63s
i.e., those that intermittently may or may not fulfil

ATL 436 300 320 281the requirements of the index. Special events of
SIB 106 82 77 34this type are either the sequences of five blocked
SIMUL 62 43 33 8days with the third day being non-blocked or the
RSATL 0.14 0.14 0.10 0.03

sequences of six blocked days with the second or
RSSIB 0.58 0.52 0.43 0.24

the fifth non-blocked day. To better distinguish
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close relationship between the onset and persist- flow has been confirmed for the Northern
Hemisphere by Vautard et al. (1988), Tsou andence of blocking and the planetary orography as

a source of quasi-stationary planetary waves. Smith (1990) and Lupo and Smith (1995).

However, this process may not be adequatelyNakamura et al. (1997) showed the importance of
these orographically generated waves for the reproduced in the model because synoptic-scale

transients penetrate too far east and south in theAtlantic blocking. The amplitude of such waves is

probably underestimated in the model, becoming simulations.
one of the likely reasons for the underestimation
of blocking frequency. The problem, however, of

determining a dynamical cause for the underes- 5. Summary and discussion
timation of the blocking frequencies is complex
since the orographic forcing is not essential to the The primary objective of the present study was

to analyse wintertime intraseasonal variabilityproduction of all of the kinds of blocking patterns,
as was shown in some no orography simulations over the North Atlantic basin and Europe. The

European climate is strongly influenced by the(Tibaldi and Buzzi, 1983; Ambaum and Verkley,

1995). intraseasonal perturbations over the Atlantic, in
particular in winter (Plaut and Vautard, 1994).Three processes of onset and maintenance of

blocks can be considered to be the likely cause of We have examined the variability in ten 90-day

winters (1982/83 to 1992/93) of ECMWF opera-the model errors for blocking simulation: (1) bifur-
cation of the zonal flow, (2) planetary wave-wave tional 500 hPa height analyses. To test the GCM’s

ability to simulate intraseasonal variability atand mean zonal flow-wave interaction, and
(3) synoptic-scale interaction with planetary different model horizontal resolutions, three

different 10-year simulations made with thewaves. First, it seems plausible that local disturb-

ances which establish a flow pattern such as the ARPEGE GCM have been used. The highest
resolution experiment (T106) is more zonalsplitting of the jet, may resemble blocking, so that

if they are in the right position (localised forcing (having a too low stationary wave amplitude) than

the two other runs, and also has too much synop-may become important) they can lead to a proper
blocking state (Bengtsson, 1979). This state could tic-scale variability, consistent with an increase of

zonality with resolution. The monotonic improve-also have an attracting nature in the dynamical

phase space. This process may be less active in ment of the stationary wave amplitude with
increasing horizontal resolution observed by Chenthe model as a result of the underestimation of

the mean zonal flow variability in the 50°-70°N and Tribbia (1993) is not observed here. However,

higher resolution tends to give a better low-latitude band, the main area where blocking
appears. In a different context, a blocking situation frequency variability representation as well as

some more realistic blocking features and stormmay be associated with anomalous amplitudes of

the first few zonal wavenumber components (Da track spatial distribution.
Results show that ARPEGE, like many otherSilva and Lindzen, 1993). Hansen and Sutera

(1984) have shown that planetary wave energy is models though in a greater extent, exhibits a too

intense storm track activity over the Northgreater during blocking events. As the model
underestimates the amplitude of the stationary Atlantic, in agreement with the increase in

zonality. The storm track penetrates further eastand transient planetary waves, the interaction

between waves may not be well represented, with over Europe. This point can be explained by
considering the model to be in a quasi-permanentthe predominance of the low-frequency planetary-

scale propagative eastward mode playing an high index state over the Atlantic, which force the

stationary planetary waves to be located furtherimportant role. Finally, there exists a close rela-
tionship between synoptic perturbations and east than in the analyses (Wallace and Hsu, 1985).

The storm track also fails to move northwardblocking highs (Colucci, 1985; Shutts, 1986). Ji
and Tibaldi (1983) emphasised the need for a deep over Europe compared to the analyses, but this is

alleviated by increasing the resolution. An argu-cyclogenesis off the east coast of North America

to trigger the Atlantic blocking. The feedback ment for explaining these drawbacks consists in
considering that the increase in zonality is duefrom eddies steered by the large-scale diffluent
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first to a problem in the long-term mean forcing the instability of the zonal mean flow, the wave-
wave interactions, and/or the between-scale trans-which alters both stationary waves and storm

tracks. Secondly, this produces a wrong forcing of fer processes. Observations reveal that the eastern

part of the storm track is diverted sometimesthe stationary waves by the synoptic-scale eddies.
E-vectors have been computed to test this second through developed ridges or blocking. Both

blocking undersimulation and the lack of nor-hypothesis. Simulated eddies accelerate the mean

flow all across the Atlantic, even when the land- theastward shift in the storm track simulated are
closely related. The higher blocking frequency atsea lower level baroclinicity near the American

east coast is weaker. Furthermore, synoptic-scale T106 is consistent with a greater tendency for a

northward shift of the corresponding storm tracks.eddies induce equatorward accelerations on the
southern side of the storm track which may explain Pratt (1979), Eliasen and Laursen (1990), and

Stephenson (1994) suggested that some differencestheir southward shift. There appears to be too

much northward eddy momentum flux all across between simulations may in part be attributable
to variations in the horizontal diffusion and non-the Atlantic due to transient eddies from regions

south of 50°N in the model. linear transfers of wave energy. According to the

results, it is not clear that merely increasing hori-Low-frequency planetary-scale variability is less
well simulated than synoptic-scale variability, as zontal resolution will improve model performance,

and careful tuning of the horizontal diffusion withwas also noted by Huth (1994) for the UKMO

model. Reduced low-frequency variance is a gen- resolution may be important because of the
increasing ability of the model to resolve small-eral feature of the three versions, mainly north of

50°N. This error is somewhat reduced by increas- scale features. Finally, it may also be possible that
the shortcomings of the present model in theing the horizontal resolution of the model. The

stretched T63 version degrades the simulation of tropics, i.e. excessive diabatic heating, excessive

easterly zonal flow in the lower stratosphereplanetary scales north of 45°N and performs worse
than the other simulations. Spatial patterns of (Cariolle et al., 1993), and a lack of intraseasonal

variability, may cause some of the problems in thelow-frequency intraseasonal variability are similar

for the three versions of the model especially for midlatitude tropospheric circulation. Some
authors have outlined the tropical-extratropicalthe leading complex eigenvector, although they

present very distinct features when compared with connection (Anderson and Rosen, 1983) through

the conservation of angular momentum, especiallythe analyses. In particular, the model does not
exhibit westward travelling fluctuations, except in the 20–50 day spectral band.
south of 40°N for T106 and T63s. This suggests a

dominance of the eastward over the westward
low-frequency mode in midlatitudes described by 6. Acknowledgements
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Consejerı́a de Educación de la Comunidad de from the (normalised) data matrix W, and let be
the non-singular time-dispersion matrix (N×N),Madrid (Spain).
where N<M. Let v

k
denote the eigenvector of L

associated with the eigenvalue l
k

7. Appendix Lv
k
=l

k
v

k
, (A.1)

Premultiplying by W TThe data matrix is said to be rank-deficient
when its rank is greater than the minimum

between columns (M) and rows (N ). In this case
1

N
W TW (W TWv

k
)=l

k
(W Tv

k
) ,

B (W Tv
k
)=l

k
(W Tv

k
) ,

(A.2)the analysis cannot be completed in the S-mode,
which diagonalizes the time-dispersion matrix.

However, each eigenvector of the singular space-
and hence W Tv

k
is an eigenvector of B associated

dispersion matrix may be obtained by the corres-
with l

k
(if ). If V is the eigenvector matrix of L,

ponding eigenvectors of the non-singular time-
the eigenvector matrix of B, J, is given by

dispersion matrix. Let B=(1/N)W TW be the sin-
gular space-dispersion matrix (M×M) obtained J=W TV . (A.3)
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